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QUESTION 1

Which fields are used to define static or dynamic list of values in web forms of process application? 

A. Checklists, Radio button, or Select controls 

B. Text Input and Area Fields 

C. Date, Time, and Number Fields 

D. Links, Email, and Message Fields 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/process-cloud/user/configuring-
advancedcontrols.html#GUID0A790FE5-AF8A-496D-A7C5-6C4203915B7C To configure static and dynamic list of
values (for checklist, 

radio button and select controls): 

From the Basic Palette, drag and drop a checklist, radio button or select control onto the canvas. 

Select the control and configure its static list of values on the Properties pane General tab. 

Go to Option Source and click Static. 

In the Option Names field, enter a label to display for each option. 

In the Option Values field, enter an internal value for each option. 

Specify a default value from the option values available in the Default Value field. 

Select an option in the Autofocus field to make that option the selected option when the form loads. 

Optionally, configure dynamic list of values for the checklist, radio button or select control. There are two 

options to configure dynamic list of values. 

Specify that the control\\'s options should come from a list of value data attributes defined in the Data 

definition pane. 

Click From Data. 

Select the list of values options source from available attributes in the Options List field. 

Specify a default value from the options available in the Default Value field. ?Select an option in the 

Autofocus field to make that option the selected option when the form loads. 

Specify that the control\\'s options should come from a REST connector created for the application. 

Click Connector. 

Specify the connector settings in the Connector, Resource and Operation fields and map response 
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settings. See Populating Controls Using REST Calls. 

Select an option in the Autofocus field to make that option the selected option when the form loads. 

Click Preview to try out using the control. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are tasked with creating a new integration in OIC that will be exposed to clients as a SOAP web 

service. In addition, this integration will be invoking an external SOAP web service as part of the 

orchestration flow logic. 

In your creation of these SOAP adapter connection components, which is a valid consideration? 

A. You must explicitly specify the target server TLS version for the external web service outbound Invoke connection
configuration. 

B. The WSDL URL property value can be defined by uploading a file for either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations. 

C. The SAML and OAuth security policies are available options for creating either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations. 

D. Suppress insertion of timestamp into the request and Ignore timestamp in the response message are optional fields
only for the outbound Invoke connection configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your design of an asynchronous OIC integration flow includes the requirement for additional processing logic that is
conditionally based on the results returned to the integration instance from earlier external service invocations. You
have decided to leverage the Switch action to facilitate this implementation. Which is a valid consideration concerning
the configuration and capabilities of the Switch action? 

A. Any data objects returned within a branch of a Switch action will only be visible within the implicit scope of that branch
and not visible in the main flow of the integration outside of the Switch action. 

B. You may need to create conditional expressions for each branch with greater complexity because nested Switch
actions are not supported. 

C. All branches within the Switch action must have a conditional expression defined. 

D. XPath version 2.0 functions can be used to create more complex conditional expressions for a branch. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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As an Integration developer, you have been tasked with integrating Oracle Content and Experience Cloud with a
process application. Because this is a document-centric process that will involve collaboration with process participants,
it has been determined that the document and conversation functionality should be used. Which task is NOT required? 

A. You must manually enable the document and conversation features for your process application. 

B. You will need to have the administrator configure the connection between Oracle Integration Cloud (Processes) and
Oracle Content and Experience Cloud because developers do not have those permissions. 

C. You will need to create a new process application because the conversation functionality cannot be enabled for pre-
existing applications. 

D. You will need to assign conversation viewers to either an Oracle Content and Experience user role or Oracle
Documents Cloud Service user role. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to configure SOA Cloud Service instance to allow for a cluster of three WebLogic server 

instances. 

Which is a valid consideration when configuring the Load Balancer within your SOA instance? 

A. Load balancer configuration may only be configured after the SOA instance cluster has been provisioned. 

B. Each load balancer node will share the same public IP address utilizing virtual routing redundancy protocol (VRRP). 

C. A SOA instance can include up to three load balancer virtual machine nodes. 

D. Oracle Traffic Director (OTD) is the only available implementation option. 

Correct Answer: A 
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